New Media Classroom
A CAMPUS-WIDE EVENT RECORDING AND COLLABORATION FACILITY

- interactive projection screen (Smart Board technology)
- flat-panel plasma displays (42- and 50-inch)
- two high-definition (HD) projectors
- audio & videoconferencing systems with HD cameras
- ceiling-mounted & wireless microphone systems
- multiple video cameras- studio quality and remote controlled
- 16-foot whiteboard with digital still-image capture capability
- 15 x 20-foot greenscreen for custom recording productions
- flexible & reconfigurable space
- acoustically-treated digital audio recording booth
- automated lecture recording & archiving (Flash & Silverlight)
- webcasting of recorded events from a secure, online, and searchable database

To learn more about the NMC, contact Academic Media Technologies x4657
email: amt@caltech.edu | web: www.amt.caltech.edu | twitter: @CaltechAMT